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Salming is the athlete’s brand, we are constantly looking for new ways to play, 
new demands, and new needs. In the world of Floorball old truths often need to be 
reconsidered, good can always be a little bit better, you can always work a little  
bit harder. But sometimes, it really is up to the equipment, and that is the occasions 
we target when we develop our Floorball gear.

The past season 13/14 we launched several new exciting products that really make 
a difference for the player, among those - The Xshaft™ and The Q1 blade, the latter 
is the successor to the original Quest blade. The new slimmer shaft geometry of 
Xshaft™, powered with KickZone™ and TipCurve™, has been received very well  
by the players and the new Q1 has turned out to be nothing short of a success.  
Players all over the world has praised it for it’s versatility in terms of playability  
and shooting characteristics. Mattias Samuelsson of Storvreta, World Champion  
and Swedish Champion, being one of the them.

The Salming Power blade – the Quest2 – made famous by Rasmus Sundstedt and his famous bow 
run sweeper shot, continues to attract hard shooting players all over the world. Sundstedt has 
combined it with a special version of the Xshaft™ powered with KickZone™, and on his fast and 
agile feet – the Salming Race R1 shoe, the combination has turned out to be winning.

Speaking of shoes, season 14/15 we step up the shoe race a notch by launching a new updated  
and improved Race range, but also two hot new shoe models – The Salming Viper indoor shoe  
& The NinetyOne sneaker shoe.

The Salming Viper is a fast paced agile shoe with a low profile and excellent stability characteristics. 
It incorporates the very best of Salming Indoor shoe technologies and then some. If you’re a fan 
of the Salming Race model you will find the Viper lower and less cushioning in the fore foot area 
enabling a more close-to-the-court stabile construction plus a lighter and more breathable shoe 
upper. The construction of the latter has it’s origin in the Salming Running shoes, where it has 
been very well received with its three layer system where the unique Salming ExoSkeleton™ 
keep the foot in place. Agile, fast paced with a low profile – The Viper.

Season 14/15 Salming steps up the shaft technology race even further by launching the FatKick™,  
a new geometry mixed with the unique Salming Technologies KickZone™ and TipCurve™.  
The FatKick™ with it’s fat upper shaft geometry provides a powerful shooting effect enabled  
by pushing the KickZone™ and TipCurve™ areas to perform on top of their physical abilities.  
The FatKick™  comes in both the Q1 and Q2 series, depending on what your preferences  are.

Salming Goalie equipment has always been a hallmark of the brand, a strong and expressive 
design in combination with great protective and agile properties has established Salming as one 
the world’s best Floorball goalie euipment manufacturers. The collection of 14/15 will make sure 
we continue on that path, across the entire range, starting with Layer 1 - the ProTech™ series, 
that provides agile protection equipment – to Layer 2 with some of the most expressive Salming 
Goalie designs to this date. To top that of, the 4th generation of the world’s first Floorball Goalie 
shoe – The Slide, has been updated…

Welcome to Salming Floorball season 14/15!

no nonsense.
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VIPER - MEN // ART. NO. 1234071VIPER

The Salming Viper is a fast paced agile shoe with a low profile and excellent stability characteristics. It incorporates the very best of Salming 
Indoor shoe technologies and then some. If you’re a fan of the Salming Race model you will find the Viper lower and with less cushioning in the 
fore-foot area, enabling a more close-to-the-court feel plus a lighter and more breathable upper. The construction has its origin in the Salming 
Running shoe product range, where it has been very well received with its three layer system where the unique Salming ExoSkeleton™ keeps 
the foot in the right position during lateral movements and high performance activities. Agile, fast paced with a low profile – The Viper.

At the core of the shoe’s design, you will find Salming’s unique T.G.S. 62/75° system which specifically designates the distance from heel to the 
ball of the foot (62% of the shoe)in order to optimize stability, comfort, and performance. Key to this design is the firmer, stabilizing section 
which ends at the ball of the foot at the so-called “ballet” line, a 75° angle. In front of the 75° line, we have equipped Salming Viper with a 
specially composed section which gives greater flexibility in order to further stimulate the foot’s natural movements.

The midsole features a special High Abrasion Injection EVA - RunLite™ - designed to create a nice feel for the court. It is light and responds to 
the surface from the very first step.

In addition, the Viper features both the 11°™ angle concept on the outer edge of the shoe which helps avoid the risk of ankle injury, and our 
innovative RollBar™-technology on the inner edge, for quicker and better lateral push-off.

In order to help you control all of this cornering performance, our XR110 outer sole has an extra 
sticky developed compound!

Technologies

Size  Euro 402/3 - 491/3 
 US 7,5 - 14
 UK 6,5 - 13
 CM 25,5 - 32

Colours Cyan Blue

Weight  App. 290g (Size Euro 42)

Cyan Blue
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VIPER - WOMEN // ART. NO. 1230075 VIPER - JR  // ART. NO. 1230073VIPER Technologies

Size Women EUR 36 – 43 1/3
 US 5,5 – 10,5
 UK 3,5 – 8,5
 CM 22,5 – 27,5

Colours Women KnockOut Pink

Weight Women  App. 230g (Size Euro 38)

Size JR  EUR 36 – 41 1/3
 US 4 – 7,5
 UK 3,5 – 7  
 CM 22,5 – 26

Colours JR Cyan Blue

Women - KnockOut Pink Junior - Cyan Blue

The Salming Viper is a fast paced agile shoe with a low profile and excellent stability characteristics. It incorporates the very best of Salming 
Indoor shoe technologies and then some. If you’re a fan of the Salming Race model you will find the Viper lower and with less cushioning in the 
fore-foot area, enabling a more close-to-the-court feel plus a lighter and more breathable upper. The construction has its origin in the Salming 
Running shoe product range, where it has been very well received with its three layer system where the unique Salming ExoSkeleton™ keeps 
the foot in the right position during lateral movements and high performance activities. Agile, fast paced with a low profile – The Viper.

At the core of the shoe’s design, you will find Salming’s unique T.G.S. 62/75° system which specifically designates the distance from heel to the 
ball of the foot (62% of the shoe)in order to optimize stability, comfort, and performance. Key to this design is the firmer, stabilizing section 
which ends at the ball of the foot at the so-called “ballet” line, a 75° angle. In front of the 75° line, we have equipped Salming Viper with a 
specially composed section which gives greater flexibility in order to further stimulate the foot’s natural movements.

The midsole features a special High Abrasion Injection EVA - RunLite™ - designed to create a nice feel for the court. It is light and responds to 
the surface from the very first step.

In addition, the Viper features both the 11°™ angle concept on the outer edge of the shoe which helps avoid the risk of ankle injury, and our 
innovative RollBar™-technology on the inner edge, for quicker and better lateral push-off.

In order to help you control all of this cornering performance, our XR110 outer sole has an extra 
sticky developed compound!
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A first layer of mesh material adds comfort, 
while the middle stabilizes lateral movements 
and reduces pressure on the foot. The exterior 
thin net mesh encapsulates and wraps up the 

front in a neat fashion, adding durability to 
the shoe.

Fast lateral stops expose the foot to the risk 
to roll over outwards, causing injuries. LMS+ 
(Lateral Movement Stabilizer Plus) is a unique 
design with a positive angle of 11° that prevents 

the foot from rolling over outwards.

The midsole features a special High Abrasion 
Injection EVA - RunLite™ - designed to create a 
nice feel for the court. It is light and responds to 
the surface from the very first step.

The heel to toe drop of 7° sets up a natural 
posture, allowing a correct lean throughout 
the stride.

In order to help you control all of this 
cornering performance, our XR110 outer 
sole has an extra sticky developed 
compound!

ErgoHeelCup™

T.G.S.62/75™

RollBar™

LMS™

3 layer construction

LMS+

RunLite™

Drop 7° XR110

Salming Viper innovative technologies...

OUTER SOLE

MID SOLE

UPPER

To stabilize and fixate the heel,
which is key to providing a great fit
and comfort, we have developed
a new anatomical Ergo Heel Cup

that is slightly longer than the
average heel cup

Torsion Guide System. The distance from heel to the ball of the foot 
(62% of the shoe) has been designed with extra stability, which 
ends in the so-called ”ballet” line, a 75° angle. In front of the 75° 
line, we have equipped the shoe with greater flexibility to stimulate 

the foot’s natural movements. TGS 62/75 takes all of the gait 
cycle criteria into consideration. At the same time, it softens 
the strains caused by friction during lateral movements. The 
shoe bends in exactly the right places, stimulating the foot’s 

natural lateral and forward movements.

An increased radius on the inner
side of the outer sole, facilitates
rolling the foot inwards and toe push
off. Reaching for that stop ball in

squash or covering a shot in
floorball is made easier with
the RollBar™ technology.

Lateral Movement 
Stabilizer - an especially 
designed light weight 
integrated dual torsion 

unit that supports 
the foot during fast 
and irregular lateral 
movements.
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RACE R1 2.0 // ART. NO. 1234091RACE Technologies

Size: Euro  402/3 - 491/3

 US  7,5 - 14
 UK  6,5 - 13
 CM  25,5 - 32

Colours: Cyan/FluoYellow 
 Purple/Fluo Yellow
 Saftey Yellow

Weight: App. 305g (Size Euro 42)

Safety Yellow Purple/Fluo Yellow Cyan/FluoYellow

The shoe’s upper is made from a durable lightweight polyester fabric, which is then covered in a special black exo skeleton that effectively 
helps keep the foot in the right position during lateral movements and high performance activities. This uniquely comfortable upper 
construction helps the shoe to feel perfect on your foot from the first instant with virtually zero “break-in” time.

Compared to many of the competitors, Race is designed with less heel to toe drop, and a thicker forefoot with greater rebound characteristics, 
making it extremely comfortable and fun to run in.

At the core of the shoe’s design, you will find our unique T.G.S. 62/75° system which specifically designates the distance from heel to the ball 
of the foot (62% of the shoe) in order to optimize stability, comfort, and performance. Key to this design is the firmer, stabilizing section which 
ends at the ball of the foot at the so-called “ballet” line, a 75° angle. In front of the 75° line, we have equipped Salming Race with a specially 
composed section which gives greater flexibility in order to further stimulate the foot’s natural movements.

In addition, this great shoe features both our 5°™ angle concept on the outer edge of the shoe which helps avoid the risk of ankle injury, and our 
innovative RollBar™technology on the inner edge, for quicker and better lateral push-off.

In order to help you control all of this cornering performance, our XR110 outer sole has a sticky compound that provides excellent 
traction properties!

Watch the new Salming Race video 
on salmingfloorball.com
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RACE R9 MID // ART. NO. 1234090RACE Technologies

The shoe’s upper is made from a durable lightweight polyester fabric, which is then covered in a special black exo skeleton that effectively helps 
keep the foot in the right position during lateral movements and high performance activities. This uniquely comfortable upper construction helps the 
shoe to feel perfect on your foot from the first instant with virtually zero “break-in” time.

Compared to many of the competitors, Race is designed with less heel to toe drop, and a thicker forefoot with greater rebound characteristics, 
making it extremely comfortable and fun to run in.

At the core of the shoe’s design, you will find our unique T.G.S. 62/75° system which specifically designates the distance from heel to the ball of the 
foot (62% of the shoe) in order to optimize stability, comfort, and performance. Key to this design is the firmer, stabilizing section which ends at the 
ball of the foot at the so-called “ballet” line, a 75° angle. In front of the 75° line, we have equipped Salming Race with a specially composed section 
which gives greater flexibility in order to further stimulate the foot’s natural movements.

In addition, this great shoe features both our 5°™ angle concept on the outer edge of the shoe which helps avoid the risk of ankle injury, and our 
innovative RollBar™technology on the inner edge, for quicker and better lateral push-off.

In order to help you control all of this cornering performance, our XR110 outer sole has a sticky compound that provides excellent traction properties!

The R9 MID model has a slightly higher heel area upper which provides extra comfort and stability.

Size  Euro 402/3 - 491/3 
 US 7,5 - 14
 UK 6,5 - 13
 CM 25,5 - 32

Colours Gun Metal

Weight  App. 311g (Size Euro 42)

Gun Metal
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RACE R2 2.0 // ART. NO. 1234092RACE Technologies

Size: Euro  402/3 - 491/3
 US  7,5 - 14
 UK  6,5 - 13
 CM  25,5 - 32

Colours Light Red

Weight: App. 305g (Size Euro 42)

Light Red

The shoe’s upper is made from a durable lightweight polyester fabric, which is then covered in a special black exo skeleton that effectively helps 
keep the foot in the right position during lateral movements and high performance activities. This uniquely comfortable upper construction helps the 
shoe to feel perfect on your foot from the first instant with virtually zero “break-in” time.

Compared to many of the competitors, Race is designed with less heel to toe drop, and a thicker forefoot with greater rebound characteristics, 
making it extremely comfortable and fun to run in.

At the core of the shoe’s design, you will find our unique T.G.S. 62/75° system which specifically designates the distance from heel to the ball of the 
foot (62% of the shoe) in order to optimize stability, comfort, and performance. Key to this design is the firmer, stabilizing section which ends at the 
ball of the foot at the so-called “ballet” line, a 75° angle. In front of the 75° line, we have equipped Salming Race with a specially composed section 
which gives greater flexibility in order to further stimulate the foot’s natural movements.

In addition, this great shoe features both our 5°™ angle concept on the outer edge of the shoe which helps avoid the risk of ankle injury, and our 
innovative RollBar™technology on the inner edge, for quicker and better lateral push-off.

In order to help you control all of this cornering performance, our XR110 outer sole has a sticky compound that provides excellent traction properties!
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RACE R5 2.0 - WOMEN // ART. NO. 1230095RACE Technologies

Size  EUR 36 – 43 1/3
 US 5,5 – 10,5
 UK 3,5 – 8,5
 CM 22,5 – 27,5

Colours Purple  / White

Weight: App. 305g (Size Euro 42)

Purple / White

The shoe’s upper is made from a durable lightweight polyester fabric, which is then covered in a special black exo skeleton that effectively helps 
keep the foot in the right position during lateral movements and high performance activities. This uniquely comfortable upper construction helps the 
shoe to feel perfect on your foot from the first instant with virtually zero “break-in” time.

Compared to many of the competitors, Race is designed with less heel to toe drop, and a thicker forefoot with greater rebound characteristics, 
making it extremely comfortable and fun to run in.

At the core of the shoe’s design, you will find our unique T.G.S. 62/75° system which specifically designates the distance from heel to the ball of the 
foot (62% of the shoe) in order to optimize stability, comfort, and performance. Key to this design is the firmer, stabilizing section which ends at the 
ball of the foot at the so-called “ballet” line, a 75° angle. In front of the 75° line, we have equipped Salming Race with a specially composed section 
which gives greater flexibility in order to further stimulate the foot’s natural movements.

In addition, this great shoe features both our 5°™ angle concept on the outer edge of the shoe which helps avoid the risk of ankle injury, and our 
innovative RollBar™technology on the inner edge, for quicker and better lateral push-off.

In order to help you control all of this cornering performance, our XR110 outer sole has a sticky 
compound that provides excellent traction properties!
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RACE R3 2.0 - JUNIOR // ART. NO. 1230093RACE Technologies

Size  EUR 36 – 41 1/3
 US 4 – 7,5
 UK 3,5 – 7  
 CM 22,5 – 26

Colours Safety Yellow

Weight  App. 230g (Size Euro 38)

Safety Yellow

The shoe’s upper is made from a durable lightweight polyester fabric, which is then covered in a special black exo skeleton that effectively helps 
keep the foot in the right position during lateral movements and high performance activities. This uniquely comfortable upper construction helps the 
shoe to feel perfect on your foot from the first instant with virtually zero “break-in” time.

Compared to many of the competitors, Race is designed with less heel to toe drop, and a thicker forefoot with greater rebound characteristics, 
making it extremely comfortable and fun to run in.

At the core of the shoe’s design, you will find our unique T.G.S. 62/75° system which specifically designates the distance from heel to the ball of the 
foot (62% of the shoe) in order to optimize stability, comfort, and performance. Key to this design is the firmer, stabilizing section which ends at the 
ball of the foot at the so-called “ballet” line, a 75° angle. In front of the 75° line, we have equipped Salming Race with a specially composed section 
which gives greater flexibility in order to further stimulate the foot’s natural movements.

In addition, this great shoe features both our 5°™ angle concept on the outer edge of the shoe which helps avoid the risk of ankle injury, and our 
innovative RollBar™technology on the inner edge, for quicker and better lateral push-off.

In order to help you control all of this cornering performance, our XR110 outer sole has a sticky compound that provides excellent traction properties!
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UPPER

The exo skeleton design stabilizes the foot for 
lateral movements and reduces pressure at 
the MTP joints (Metatarsophalangeal joints). 
It is important to keep the foot stable medio-

lateral, avoiding friction and side forces in 
the soft parts of the foot sole, especially 
underneath the forefoot.

Fast lateral stops expose the foot to the risk 
to roll over outwards, causing injuries. LMS+ 
(Lateral Movement Stabilizer Plus) is a unique 
design with a positive angle of 5° that prevents 

the foot from rolling over outwards.

Forefoot rebound energy foam - RE35. 80% 
better rebound energy than a regular EVA 
midsole compound.

A newly developed durable rubber compound 
with excellent 25% traction improvement!

Heel cushioning foam - C35, positioned at the
heel centre, gives you 70% better shock 
absorption than a regular EVA midsole 
compound.

The SpeedLite™ midsole is a lightweight 
performance EVA compound with long lasting 
cushioning qualities.

ErgoHeelCup™

T.G.S.62/75™

RollBar™

LMS™

Exo Skeleton™

LMS+

Rebound Foam

XR110

Cushioning Foam

SpeedLite™

Salming Race series innovative technologies...

OUTER SOLE

MID SOLE

To stabilize and fixate the heel,
which is key to providing a great fit
and comfort, we have developed
a new anatomical Ergo Heel Cup

that is slightly longer than the
average heel cup

Torsion Guide System. The distance from heel to the ball of the foot 
(62% of the shoe) has been designed with extra stability, which 
ends in the so-called ”ballet” line, a 75° angle. In front of the 75° 
line, we have equipped the shoe with greater flexibility to stimulate 

the foot’s natural movements. TGS 62/75 takes all of the gait 
cycle criteria into consideration. At the same time, it softens 
the strains caused by friction during lateral movements. The 
shoe bends in exactly the right places, stimulating the foot’s 

natural lateral and forward movements.

An increased radius on the inner
side of the outer sole, facilitates
rolling the foot inwards and toe push
off. Reaching for that stop ball in

squash or covering a shot in
floorball is made easier with
the RollBar™ technology.

Lateral Movement 
Stabilizer - an especially 
designed light weight 
integrated dual torsion 

unit that supports 
the foot during fast 
and irregular lateral 
movements.
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SLIDE GOALIE SHOE // ART. NO. 1234084SLIDE

THE FOURTH GENERATION of the world’s first floorball goalie shoe. A light weight shoe with excellent sliding 
characteristics and maximized flexibility. The sliding area is padded and powered with a very durable polyester nylon 
which provides excellent sliding properties no matter the quality of the floor surface. Divided outer sole for maximized 
flexibility. Asymmetrical lacing covered by an exo toungue construction that keeps the lacing in place and protected 
throughout the game.

Size  EUR 37 - 48

Colours Black/Red/Cyan blue

Weight  App. 255g (Size Euro 42)

Watch the new Salming Goalie video 
on salmingfloorball.com
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NINETYONE // ART. NO. 1234070NINETYONE

Suede blue/white Off-white/black

Denna sko är fotad! Size  EUR 40 2/3 - 48
 US 7,5 - 13
 UK 6,5 - 12
 CM 25,5 – 31

Colours Suede blue/white, 
 Off-white/black

Salming NinetyOne indoor shoe has a super soft suede upper that provides great comfort and flexibility. 
The outer sole is made in raw rubber to provide maximum traction.

But there's more than meets the eye on this elite level floorball shoe, inside the raw rubber outer sole 
shell there's a hidden lightweight EVA performance midsole, making this shoe an excellent indoor 
performance shoe as well as a cool looking sneaker.

Suede is a natural material. If your shoes get dirty, dry brush the dirt away, then use a suede 
brush - you can't wash suede.

With every NinetyOne model comes an extra pair of laces so you can customize your own personal look.
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Salming FatKick™

Season 14/15 Salming steps up the 
shaft technology race even further 
by launching the FatKick™, a new 
geometry mixed with the unique 
Salming Technologies KickZone™ 
and TipCurve™. The FatKick™ 
with it’s fat upper shaft geometry 
provides a powerful shooting effect 
enabled by pushing the KickZone™ 
and TipCurve™ areas to perform on 
top of their physical abilities. The 
FatKick™  comes in both the Q1 and 
Q2 series, depending on what your 
preferences  are.
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TRIDENT TECHNOLOGY™

TORSION LID SYSTEM™

SINGLE CAVITY PLUS™

TOE DRAG DESIGN TDD™

UNSURPASSED shaft-to-blade 
power transmission.

CHOSE REGULAR lid design with Endurance™ 
compound or Stiff lid design with Radical™ 
compound.

ONE SINGLE HORIZONTAL cavity along
the entire blade area.

MAKING IT EASIER for you to pull the 
ball towards you and thereby increasing 
ball control.

Salming Quest 1
The Original Quest blade reinvented!

Watch the new Salming Q1 blade video 
on salmingfloorball.com
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QUEST 1

INFO Salming FatKick™, a new shaft geometry mixed with the unique Salming Technologies KickZone™ and TipCurve™. The FatKick™ with its fat upper shaft geometry provides a powerful shooting 
effect enabled by pushing the KickZone™ and TipCurve™ areas to perform on top of their physical abilities. The FatKick™  comes in both the Q1 and Q2 series, depending on what your preferences  are.

QUEST 1

INFO Salming FatKick™, a new shaft geometry adapted to junior lengths and mixed with the unique Salming Technologies - KickZone™ and TipCurve™. The FatKick™ with its fat upper shaft geometry 
provides a powerful shooting effect enabled by pushing the KickZone™ and TipCurve™ areas to perform on top of their physical abilities. The FatKick™  comes in both the Q1 and Q2 series, depending on 
what your preferences  are.

QUEST 1

INFO Features a new generation of Salming shafts, launched in late 2012, with a refined KickZone™ combined with a reduced TipCurve™ angle°. The X-shaft has an extreme whip effect with an amazing 
shooting accuracy. Powered with the Q1 blade in Endurance™ material.

QUEST 1

INFO Features a new generation of Salming shafts, launched in late 2012, with a refined KickZone™ combined with a reduced TipCurve™ angle, 3°, suitable for younger players. The X-shaft has an 
extreme whip effect with an amazing shooting accuracy. Powered with the Q1 blade in Endurance™ material.

3°

3°

3°

3°

Flex  28
Length  Shaft: 96, 100 cm Stick: 107, 111 cm
Material  100% Carbon Construction
Grip  Aero+
Blade  Q1

FATKICK™ KZ™ TC™ 3° - JR // ART. NO. 1104226

FATKICK™ KZ™ TC™ 3° // ART. NO. 1104227

Flex  30
Length  Shaft: 87, 92 cm Stick: 98, 103 cm
Material  Carbon Comp
Grip  Aero+
Blade  Q1

X-SHAFT™ KZ™ TC™ 3° // ART. NO. 1104223

Flex  27
Length  Shaft: 96, 100 cm Stick: 107, 111 cm
Material  100% Carbon Construction
Grip  Aero+
Blade  Q1

X-SHAFT™ KZ™ TC™ 3° - JR // ART. NO. 1104208

Flex  30
Length  Shaft: 87, 92 cm Stick: 98, 103 cm
Material  Carbon Comp
Grip  Aero+
Blade  Q1

QUEST 1

INFO Features a new generation of Salming shafts, launched in late 2012, with a refined KickZone™ combined with a reduced TipCurve™ angle°. The X-shaft has an extreme whip effect with an amazing 
shooting accuracy. Powered with the Q1 blade in Endurance™ material.

QUEST 1

INFO Features a superlight KickZone TipCurve shaft with a 5° TipCurve angle. The KickZone area is developed to provide an increased whip-effect meaning that the shaft when bent is kicking back faster 
and thereby hitting the ball with greater power - creating an increased ball speed. TipCurve is exactly what the name says - a curve at the tip end of the shaft creating an optimized angle towards the 
floor surface and the ball - resulting in harder shots without having to bend the blade heel part. Powered with the Q1 blade in Endurance™ material.

QUEST 1

INFO Features a straight performance shaft with Salmings proprietary KickZone-technology. KickZone is developed to provide an increased whip-effect meaning that the shaft when bent is kicking back 
faster and thereby hitting the ball with greater power - creating an increased ball speed. Powered with the Q1 blade in Endurance™ material.

QUEST 1

INFO Features a straight performance shaft with Salmings proprietary KickZone-technology, adapted for junior players. KickZone is developed to provide an increased whip-effect meaning that the 
shaft when bent is kicking back faster and thereby hitting the ball with greater power - creating an increased ball speed. Powered with the Q1 blade in Endurance™ material.

5°

X-SHAFT™ KZ™ // ART. NO. 1104209

Flex  27
Length  Shaft: 96, 100 cm Stick: 107, 111 cm
Material  100% Carbon Construction
Grip  Aero+
Blade  Q1

KZ™ TC™ 5° // ART. NO. 1104207

Flex  27
Length  Shaft: 96, 100 cm Stick: 107, 111 cm
Material  100% Carbon Construction
Grip  Aero+
Blade  Q1

KICKZONE 0°™ // ART. NO. 1104206

Flex  29
Length  Shaft: 96, 100, 103 cm Stick: 107, 111, 114 cm
Material  100% Carbon Construction
Grip  Aero+
Blade  Q1

KICKZONE™ JR // ART. NO. 1104205

Flex  32
Length  Shaft: 87, 92 cm Stick: 98, 103 cm
Material  Carbon Comp
Grip  Aero+
Blade  Q1
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QUEST 1

INFO When manufacturing the shaft we apply a unique layup construction to create a special light weight TourLite™ design. Salming TourLite is a favourite shaft among our Pro players around the 
world. Powered with the Q1 blade in Endurance™ material.

QUEST 1

INFO When manufacturing the shaft we apply a unique layup construction to create a special light weight TourLite™ design. Salming TourLite is a favourite shaft among our Pro players around the 
world. Powered with the Q1 blade in Endurance™ material.

QUEST 1

INFO The crown jewel of Salmings round conic performance shafts, now with a TipCurve  2° angle at blade end creating an optimized angle towards the floor surface and the ball - resulting in harder 
shots without having to bend the blade heel area. When manufacturing the shaft we use only the very best quality light weight carbon fiber material with a unique layup construction. Powered with 
the Q1 blade in Endurance™ material.

2°

TOURLITE™ TC™ 2° - 27 // ART. NO. 1104222

Flex  27
Length  Shaft: 96, 100 cm Stick: 107, 111 cm
Material  100% Light Weight Carbon Construction
Grip  Aero+
Blade  Q1

TOURLITE™ 29 // ART. NO. 1104202

Flex  29
Length  Shaft: 96, 100 cm Stick: 107, 111 cm
Material  100% Light Weight Carbon Construction
Grip  TourLite+
Blade  Q1

Flex  27
Length  Shaft: 96, 100 cm Stick:  107, 111 cm
Material  100% Light Weight Carbon Construction
Grip  TourLite+
Blade  Q1

TOURLITE™ 27 // ART. NO. 1104203

KickZone™ - is developed to 
provide an increased whip-effect 
meaning that the shaft when bent 
is kicking back faster and thereby 
hitting the ball with greater power - 
creating an increased ball speed.

TipCurve™ - is exactly what the 
name says - a curve at the tip end 
of the shaft creating an optimized 
angle towards the floor surface and 
the ball - resulting in harder shots 
without having to bend the blade 
heel part.

Xshaft™- The X-shaft is a totally 
new shaft construction from 
Salming. It’s design is slimmer than 
the regular curved shafts and it has 
an optimized KickZone area and a
reduced TipCurve angle°.

TourLite™ - we use only the 
very best light weight carbon 
fiber material with a unique layup 
construction to create TourLite™ 
shafts. A favourite shaft among 
many of our Pro players around the 
world.

QUEST 1

INFO Our popular light weight carbon composite shaft in flex 27. Powered with the Q1 blade in Endurance™ material.

QUEST 1

INFO Features Salmings unique Oval Fusion technology made in a carbon composite construction. A semi oval shape at the top end of grip phasing into a traditional round grip shape. Powered with the 
Q1 blade in Endurance™ material.

Salming shaft technologies

FatKick™-FatKick™ - a new 
geometry mixed with the unique 
Salming Technologies KickZone™ and 
TipCurve™. The FatKick™ with it’s 
fat upper shaft geometry provides a 
powerful shooting effect enabled by 
pushing the KickZone™ and TipCurve™ 
areas to perform on top of their 
physical abilities.

Oval shaft design

OVAL FUSION™ 29 // ART. NO. 1104204

Flex  29
Length  Shaft: 96, 100 cm Stick: 107, 111 cm
Material  Carbon Comp
Grip  Ultimate grip
Blade  Q1

CC27 // ART. NO. 1104201

Flex  27
Length  Shaft: 96, 100 cm Stick: 107, 111 cm
Material  Carbon Comp
Grip  Ultimate grip
Blade  Q1
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Salming Quest 2
Harder wrist shots

Harder sweep shots
Harder slap shots

no nonsense.

Watch the new Salming Q2 blade video 
on salmingfloorball.com

BASE FRAME STABILZER BFS™

INCREASED BALL CONTROL

SINGLE CAVITY PLUS™

TOE DRAG DESIGN TDD™

BY OPTIMIZING THE heel and base 
frame area we achieve a rock solid blade 
construction with great torsional
stiffness - enabling harder shots.

DEEPER VERTICAL cavity creating an 
enhanced ball control and thereby 
- more power.

ONE SINGLE HORIZONTAL cavity along
the entire blade area.

MAKING IT EASIER for you to pull the 
ball towards you and thereby increasing 
ball control.
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QUEST 2

INFO Salming FatKick™, a new shaft geometry mixed with the unique Salming Technologies KickZone™ and TipCurve™. The FatKick™ with its fat upper shaft geometry provides a powerful shooting 
effect enabled by pushing the KickZone™ and TipCurve™ areas to perform on top of their physical abilities. Powered with the Q2 blade in Endurance™ material.

3°

QUEST 2

INFO Features a new generation of Salming shafts, launched in late 2012, with a refined KickZone™ combined with a reduced TipCurve™ angle°. The X-shaft has an extreme whip effect with an amazing 
shooting accuracy. Powered with the Q2 blade in Endurance™ material. 

3°

QUEST 2

INFO Features a new generation of Salming shafts, launched in late 2012, with a refined KickZone™ combined with a reduced TipCurve™ angle, 3°, suitable for younger players. The X-shaft has an 
extreme whip effect with an amazing shooting accuracy. Powered with the Q1 blade in Endurance™ material.

QUEST 2

INFO Features a superlight KickZone TipCurve shaft with a 5° TipCurve angle. The KickZone area is developed to provide an increased whip-effect meaning that the shaft when bent is kicking back faster 
and thereby hitting the ball with greater power - creating an increased ball speed. TipCurve is exactly what the name says - a curve at the tip end of the shaft creating an optimized angle towards the 
floor surface and the ball - resulting in harder shots without having to bend the blade heel part. Powered with the Q2 blade in Endurance™ material.

5°

FATKICK™ KZ™ TC™ 3° // ART. NO. 1104228

Flex  26
Length  Shaft: 96, 100 cm Stick: 107, 111 cm
Material  100% Carbon Construction
Grip  Aero+
Blade  Q2

X-SHAFT™ KZ™ TC™ 3° // ART. NO. 1104225

Flex  29
Length  Shaft: 96, 100 cm Stick: 107, 111 cm
Material  100% Carbon Construction
Grip  Aero+
Blade  Q2

X-SHAFT™ KZ™ TC™ 3° - JR // ART. NO. 1104224

Flex  30
Length  Shaft: 87, 92 cm Stick: 98, 103 cm
Material  Carbon Comp
Grip  Aero+
Blade  Q2

KZ™ TC™  5° // ART. NO. 1104160

Flex  27
Length  Shaft: 96, 100, 103 cm Stick: 107, 111, 114 cm
Material  100% Carbon Construction
Grip  Aero+
Blade  Q2

KickZone™ - is developed to 
provide an increased whip-effect 
meaning that the shaft when bent 
is kicking back faster and thereby 
hitting the ball with greater power - 
creating an increased ball speed.

TipCurve™ - is exactly what the 
name says - a curve at the tip end 
of the shaft creating an optimized 
angle towards the floor surface and 
the ball - resulting in harder shots 
without having to bend the blade 
heel part.

Xshaft™- The X-shaft is a totally 
new shaft construction from 
Salming. It’s design is slimmer than 
the regular curved shafts and it has 
an optimized KickZone area and a
reduced TipCurve angle°.

TourLite™ - we use only the 
very best light weight carbon 
fiber material with a unique layup 
construction to create TourLite™ 
shafts. A favourite shaft among 
many of our Pro players around the 
world.

QUEST 2

INFO Features a superlight KickZone TipCurve shaft with a 5° TipCurve angle. The KickZone area is developed to provide an increased whip-effect meaning that the shaft when bent is kicking back faster 
and thereby hitting the ball with greater power - creating an increased ball speed. TipCurve is exactly what the name says - a curve at the tip end of the shaft creating an optimized angle towards the 
floor surface and the ball - resulting in harder shots without having to bend the blade heel part. Powered with the Q2 blade in Endurance™ material.

QUEST 2

INFO Features a straight performance shaft with Salmings proprietary KickZone-technology. KickZone is developed to provide an increased whip-effect meaning that the shaft when bent is kicking back 
faster and thereby hitting the ball with greater power - creating an increased ball speed. Powered with the Q2 blade in Endurance™ material.

Salming shaft technologies

FatKick™-FatKick™ - a new 
geometry mixed with the unique 
Salming Technologies KickZone™ and 
TipCurve™. The FatKick™ with it’s 
fat upper shaft geometry provides a 
powerful shooting effect enabled by 
pushing the KickZone™ and TipCurve™ 
areas to perform on top of their 
physical abilities.

KZ™ TC™ 5° JR // ART. NO. 1104161

Flex  32
Length  Shaft: 87, 92 cm Stick: 98, 103 cm
Material  Carbon Comp
Grip  Aero+
Blade  Q2

KICKZONE™ 0° // ART. NO. 1104163

Flex  27
Length  Shaft: 96, 100 cm Stick: 107, 111 cm
Material  100% Carbon Construction
Grip  Aero+
Blade  Q2

5°
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QUEST 2

INFO The crown jewel of Salmings round conic performance shafts, now with a TipCurve  2° angle at blade end creating an optimized angle towards the floor surface and the ball - resulting in harder 
shots without having to bend the blade heel area. When manufacturing the shaft we use only the very best quality light weight carbon fiber material with a unique layup construction. Powered with 
the Q2 blade in Endurance™ material.

2°

QUEST 2

INFO When manufacturing the shaft we apply a unique layup construction to create a special light weight TourLite™ design. Salming TourLite is a favourite shaft among our Pro players around the 
world. Powered with the Q2 blade in Endurance™ material.

QUEST 2

INFO Features Salmings unique Oval Fusion technology made in a 100% carbon construction. A semi oval shape at the top end of grip phasing into a traditional round grip shape. Powered with the Q1 
blade in Endurance™ material.

QUEST 2

INFO Our popular light weight carbon composite shaft in flex 29. Powered with the Q2 blade in Endurance™ material.

Oval shaft design

TOURLITE™ TC™ 2° - 29 // ART. NO. 1104165

Flex  29
Length  Shaft: 96,100 cm Stick: 107, 111 cm
Material  100% Light Weight Carbon Construction
Grip  Aero+
Blade  Q2

TOURLITE™ 27 // ART. NO. 1104166

Flex  27
Length  Shaft: 100, 103 cm Stick: 111, 114 cm
Material  100% Light Weight Carbon Construction
Grip  TourLite+
Blade  Q2

OVAL FUSION™ 24 // ART. NO. 1104168

Flex  24
Length  Shaft: 100, 103 cm Stick: 111, 114 cm
Material  100% Carbon Construction
Grip  Ultimate grip
Blade  Q2

CC 29 // ART. NO. 1104167

Flex  29
Length  Shaft: 92, 96, 100 cm Stick: 103, 107, 111 cm
Material  Carbon Comp
Grip  Ultimate grip
Blade  Q2

QUEST 2

INFO A light weight carbon composite shaft in a soft flex 32. Powered with the Q2 blade in Endurance™ material.

QUEST 2

INFO The Salming Twist stick is fully equiped with innovative technology. The twisted part of the shaft, stands for an extra torsional stiffness that has been added in order to make the KickZone area 
below the Twist area work even harder. Thus creating a kick effect - more power! In addition to that a 3° angle on the lower part of the shaft creates an optimized angle towards the ball and floor 
surface.  Powered with Salmings Xplode.

 TWIST™ KZ™ TC™ 3° // ART. NO. 1104229

Flex  29
Length  Shaft: 92, 96 cm Stick: 103, 107 cm
Material  Carbon Comp
Grip  Ultimate grip
Blade  Q2

32 - JR // ART. NO. 1104169

Flex  32
Length  Shaft: 87, 92 cm Stick: 98, 103 cm
Material  Carbon Comp
Grip  Ultimate
Blade  Q2

3°
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AERO

INFO A popular composite shaft made in flex 30. Powered with the Aero blade made in a durable Endurance™ material.

XPLODE

INFO A popular composite shaft made in flex 32. Powered with the Xplode blade made in a durable Endurance™ material.

AERO 30 // ART. NO. 1104140

Flex  30
Length  Shaft: 96, 100 cm Stick: 107, 111 cm
Material  Composite
Grip  Ultimate Grip
Blade  Aero

XPLODE 32 // ART. NO. 1104221

SHOOTER

INFO Features Salmings KickZone TipCurve shaft with a 3° TipCurve angle made in carbon composite. Powered with the Shooter blade made in a durable Endurance™ material.

SHOOTER KZ™ TC™ 3° junior // ART. NO. 1104133

Flex  32
Length  Shaft: 87,92 cm Stick: 98, 103 cm
Material  Carbon Composite
Grip  Ultimate Grip
Blade  Shooter

XPLODE

INFO Features Salmings KickZone TipCurve shaft with a 3° TipCurve angle made in carbon composite.  Powered with the Xplode blade in Endurance™ material.

Flex  27
Length  Shaft: 96, 100 cm Stick: 107, 111 cm
Material  Carbon Composite
Grip  Ultimate Grip
Blade  Xplode

Flex  32
Length  Shaft: 96, 100 cm Stick: 107, 111 cm
Material  Composite
Grip  Ultimate Grip
Blade  Xplode

MATRIX

SHOOTER

SHOOTER

INFO A popular composite shaft made in flex 30. Powered with the Shooter blade made in a durable Endurance™ material.

INFO Features Salmings unique Oval Fusion technology made in a 100% carbon construction. A semi oval shape at the top end of grip phasing into a traditional round grip shape. 
Powered with the Shooter blade made in a durable Endurance™ material.

INFO A composite shaft made in flex 32. Powered with Salmings Aero blade made in a durable Endurance™ material.

Oval shaft design

XPLODE

INFO A popular composite shaft made in flex 30. Powered with the Xplode blade made in a durable Endurance™ material.

XPLODE 30 // ART. NO. 1104220

Flex  30
Length  Shaft: 96, 100 cm Stick: 107, 111 cm
Material  Composite
Grip  Ultimate Grip
Blade  Xplode

SHOOTER 29 // ART. NO. 1104132

Flex  29
Length  Shaft: 92, 96, 100 cm Stick: 103, 107, 111 cm
Material  Composite
Grip  Ultimate Grip
Blade  Shooter

SHOOTER OVAL FUSION™ - 29 // ART. NO. 1104131

Flex  29
Length  Shaft: 100, 103 cm Stick: 111, 114 cm
Material  Composite
Grip  Ultimate Grip
Blade  Shooter

MATRIX 32 // ART. NO. 1104124

Flex  32
Material  Composite
Grip  Tritec #66
Blade  Aero

Length Shaft: 93 cm Stick: 82 cm

Length Shaft: 98 cm Stick: 87 cm

Length Shaft: 107 cm Stick: 96 cm

3°

3°

XPLODE KZ™ TC™ 3° // ART. NO. 1104219
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Salming youth concept...

YOUTH

Flex  32
Length  Shaft: 87, 92, 96 cm Stick: 98, 103, 107 cm
Material  Composite
Grip  Ultimate Grip
Blade  AeroZ

AERO-Z // ART. NO. 1104196

INFO A spectacular Z feint stick equipped with the popular Aero Z blade. The Aero Z blade is made in a durable Endurance™ material.

YOUTH

Length Shaft: 60 cm Stick: 71 cm
Material Glassfiber
Colours Black / blue / lime 

MINI // ART. NO. 1103183

YOUTH AERO KZ™ TC™ 5° // ART. NO. 1104181

Flex  35
Length  Shaft: 82, 87 cm Stick: 93, 98 cm
Material  Carbon Comp
Grip  Ultimate Grip
Blade  Aero

INFO Features Salmings KickZone TipCurve shaft with a 5° TipCurve angle.  Powered with the Q2 blade in Endurance™ material.

5°

YOUTH Q2 KZ™ TC™ 5° // ART. NO. 1104175

Flex  35
Length  Shaft: 82, 87 cm Stick: 93, 98 cm
Material  Carbon Comp
Grip  Ultimate Grip
Blade  Q2

INFO Features Salmings KickZone TipCurve shaft with a 5° TipCurve angle.  Powered with the Q2 blade in Endurance™ material.

5°

YOUTH AERO 35 - MID // ART. NO. 1104180

Flex  35
Length  Shaft: 67 cm Stick: 78 cm
Material  Composite
Grip  #22
Blade  Aero Mid

Flex  35
Length  Shaft: 72 cm Stick: 83 cm
Material  Composite
Grip  #22
Blade  Aero Mid

Flex  35
Length  Shaft: 77 cm Stick: 88 cm
Material  Composite
Grip  #22
Blade  Aero Mid

INFO A kid stick powered with the Aero Mid blade made in Endurance™ material. The Aero Mid blade is a shorter version of Salmings Aero performance blade.

YOUTH

Flex  35
Length  Shaft: 72 cm Stick: 83 cm
Material  Composite
Grip  #22
Blade  Q2

Flex  35
Length  Shaft: 77 cm Stick: 88 cm
Material  Composite
Grip  #22
Blade  Q2

Flex  35
Length  Shaft: 67 cm Stick: 78 cm
Material  Composite
Grip  #22
Blade  Q2

Q2 35 - MID // ART. NO. 1104174

INFO Salmings new kid series powered with the new Q2 Mid blade made in Endurance™ material. The Q2 Mid blade is a shorter, lighter  and less 
torsional version of Salmings Q2 performance blade.
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Salming youth concept...

CORE GOALIE HELMET junior // ART. NO. 1143405

STICKBAG TOUR junior // ART. NO. 1153818

TOOLBAG TOUR junior // ART. NO. 11530831

YOUTH

YOUTH

YOUTH

YOUTH

A junior goalie helmet in a new cool design with thin CatEye facial wire.

Size: One size

Colours: Black / White / Red

Volume:   2-3 sticks (70-92cm)
Colour: Black / Safety Yellow 
Material: Polyester   

INFO Officially approved match ball by the IFF.

Colours: Magenta, Lime  
 

AERO MULTICOLOUR // ART. NO. 1132888

Volume:   2-3 sticks (70-92cm)
Colour: Black / Safety Yellow
Material: Polyester  
 

RACE R3 2.0 - JUNIOR // ART. NO. 1234093

V1 PROTECTIVE EYEWEAR K10 // ART. NO. 1182853-0808

YOUTH

YOUTH

INFO Salmings developed protection eyewear with a unique wrap around 
design for exceptional fit and vision. Features a new type of curved lens 

construction shape for maximized vision, enhanced fit and safety called 8 base. 
2K rubberized inserts on template sides for enhanced comfort and abrasion. 
Comes with an exclusive transparent bullet case that protects the glasses.

Size: Kid
Lens: 

- Anti reflective coating
- Scratch resistant coating

- Ventilation holes decreases risk for inside lens fog
- Hydrophobic treatment

Construction: Wrap-around-design 8 base
Material: Templates - soft and flexible TR90. Frame - Nylon 66

Colour: Orange
Neck strap: Adjustable woven quality

Size  Euro 352/3 - 401/3 
 US 3,5 - 7
 UK 2,5 - 6
 CM 22,5 - 26

Colours Safety Yellow

Weight  App. 230g (Size Euro 38)

The shoe’s upper is made from a durable lightweight polyester fabric, which is then covered in a special black exo skeleton that effectively helps keep the 
foot in the right position during lateral movements and high performance activities. This uniquely comfortable upper construction helps the shoe to feel 
perfect on your foot from the first instant with virtually zero “break-in” time.

Read more on page 19.
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Polymer technologies - own your game!

Characteristics 
Exceptional durability, low 
friction and fantastic playing 
characteristics. 

This is the standard material 
used on most Salming sticks.

Please Note!
Heat blade prior to assembly 
and hooking - use warm water 
or heating gun.

Characteristics 
Unsurpassed shooting power. 
Low friction. Exceptional 
torsion.

Please Note! 
When hooking and assembling 
the blade it is  necessary to 
heat the blade - use warm 
water or heating gun.
 
Caution!
Sensitive for low temperatures.
Heat blade prior to assembly 
and hooking - use warm water 
or heating gun.

Polymer  Colours Art. no.
Endurance™  Orange  1111308E-0808
 Fluo Yellow 1111308E-1919

Polymer  Colours Art. no.

Endurance™  White  1111306E-0707
 Lime  1111306E-1616
 Magenta  1111306E-5252
 
Radical™  Purple  1111306R-3535

ENDURANCE™

REPLACEMENT // BLADES REPLACEMENT // BLADES

RADICAL™

HDPE

AERO AERO Z

Polymer  Colours Art. no.

Endurance™  White  1112309E-0707
 Lime  1112309E-1616
 Magenta  1112309E-5252
 New Flou Yellow 1112309E-1919
 Electric Purple 1112309E-3535

Radical™  White  1112309R-0707
 Electric Purple  1112309R-3535 
 

REPLACEMENT // BLADESQUEST 2

REPLACEMENT // BLADESQUEST 1

PP

Polymer  Colours Art. no.

Endurance™  White  1113310E-0707
 Magenta  1113310E-5252
 Poison green  1113310E-0606
 Electric Purple 1113310R-3535
 Laguna blue 1113310E-3131 
 Flou Yellow 1113310E-1907
 
Radical™  White  1113310R-0707
 Electric Purple  1113310R-3535
 Fluo red  1113310R-1515 

Salming performance replacement blades 

Polymer  Colours Art. no.
Endurance™  Knockout Pink  1114312E-5301
 Poison Green 1114312E-0606

Polymer  Colours Art. no.
Endurance™  Knockout Pink  1114311E-5301
 Poison Green  1114311E-6262

Polymer  Colours Art. no.
Endurance™  Electric Purple 1114313E-3838

Polymer  Colours Art. no.
Endurance™  Orange  1111307E-0808

Polymer  Colours Art. no.
Endurance™  White  1119302E-0707
 Magenta  1119302E-5252

REPLACEMENT // BLADES

REPLACEMENT // BLADES

XPLODE

QUEST

REPLACEMENT // BLADESSHOOTER

REPLACEMENT // BLADESQ2 MID

REPLACEMENT // BLADESAERO MID
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 INFO A Salming classic - a long lasting tacky surface with additional traction pattern.

 Colours Cyan Blue  Art.no. 1121344-0303
 Magenta  Art.no. 1121344-5252
 White  Art.no. 1121344-0707

INFO Sticky with good absorption. Increased backing thickness provides softer feel.
 
Colours White Art.no. 1123825-0707
 Black Art.no. 1123825-0101
 Orange Art.no. 1123825-0808
 Grey Art.no. 1123825-1010
 LimeGreen Art.no. 1123825-1616
 Purple Art.no. 1123825-3535
 RoyalBlue Art.no. 1123825-0303

Salming performance grip collection - high tech construction and top quality material

ULTIMATE GRIP // ART. NO 1121344 X3M PRO GRIP // ART. NO 1123825GRIPS GRIPS

INFO Outstanding blend of shock absorption and feel.

Colours  White Art.no. 1122351-0707  
 Grey Art.no. 1122351-1010
 Red Art.no. 1122351-0505

INFO A tacky lightweight grip.

Colours  Black  Art.no. 1124350-0101
 FluoYellow  Art.no. 1121350-1907

AERO + // ART. NO 1122351 TOURLITE + // ART. NO 1124350GRIPS GRIPS
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Salming V1 protective eyewear

ANTI REFLECTIVE COATING. A polished 
lens surface produces reflections when 
light is incident on the surface, e.g. in the 
form of artificial lights in a sport arena. 
Reflections are troublesome to the athlete 
causing fatigue as well as being irritating 
to the eye. In order to eliminate these re-
flections we have added an Anti-Reflective 
coating to our lens.

HYDROPHOBIC TREATMENT. Hydrophobic 
layer repels water, sweat and grease, ma-
king the glasses easier to keep clean. Hy-
drophobic technology allows water to run 
off your lenses without unwanted water 
spots. Hydrophobic coating properties also 
dramatically increase scratch resistance.

SCRATCH RESISTANT COATING. Unfortu-
nately no polycarbonate lenses are scratch 
proof. However our Scratch resistant coa-
ting extends the life of the lens preventing 
the small scratches that occur through day 
to day handling and cleaning. A scratch free 
lens of course means clearer vision.

TEMPLATE SAFETY CONSTRUCTION. We use the softer and more flexible TR90 material on the templates to decrease risk for injuries. 
In addition the templates also have a 2K rubberized area at the ear section for enhanced fit and comfort.

MAXIMIZED VISION. Our wrap-around 
design uses a 10-base lens for maximized 
vision, which is of outmost importance for 
playing performance.

LENS FEATURES. Our advanced Polycar-
bonate lens has many important features. 
Each lens is equipped with two air ventila-
tion holes to reduce inside lens fog.

FRAME PADDING AREA. Frame inside is co-
vered with neoprene padding for enhanced 
comfort and safety reason. Nose bridge is 
made in rubber material.

V1 WRAP-AROUND-DESIGN - offers excep-
tional fit causing less distraction during the 
game. Our V1 glasses are available in three 
sizes 115 mm, 125 mm and 135 mm – it is very 
important that the player has the right size 
in order to achieve proper protection and fit.

V1 Technologies
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INFO Salmings developed protection eyewear with a unique wrap around design for exceptional fit and vision. Features a new type of curved lens construction shape for maximized vision, enhanced 
fit and safety called 10 base. 2K rubberized inserts on template sides for enhanced comfort and abrasion. Comes with an exclusive transparent bullet case that protects the glasses.

Size  Junior
Lens - Anti reflective coating
 - Scratch resistant coating
 - Ventilation holes decreases risk for inside lens fog
 - Hydrophobic treatment
Construction Wrap-around-design 10 base
Material Templates - soft and flexible TR90. Frame - Nylon 66
Colour Knock Out Pink, Gecko Green
Neck strap Adjustable woven quality

Protection eyewear - recommended by IFF

INFO Salmings developed protection eyewear with a unique wrap around design for exceptional fit and vision. Features a new type of curved lens construction shape for maximized vision, enhanced 
fit and safety called 10 base. 2K rubberized inserts on template sides for enhanced comfort and abrasion. Comes with an exclusive transparent bullet case that protects the glasses.

Size  Senior
Lens - Anti reflective coating
 - Scratch resistant coating
 - Ventilation holes decreases risk for inside lens fog
 - Hydrophobic treatment
Construction Wrap-around-design 10 base
Material Templates - soft and flexible TR90. Frame - Nylon 66
Colour Safety Yellow
Neck strap Adjustable woven quality
    

INFO Salmings developed protection eyewear with a unique wrap around design for exceptional fit and vision. Features a new type of curved lens construction shape for maximized vision, enhanced 
fit and safety called 8 base. 2K rubberized inserts on template sides for enhanced comfort and abrasion. Comes with an exclusive transparent bullet case that protects the glasses.

Size  Kid
Lens - Anti reflective coating
 - Scratch resistant coating
 - Ventilation holes decreases risk for inside lens fog
 - Hydrophobic treatment
Construction Wrap-around-design 8 base
Material Templates - soft and flexible TR90. Frame - Nylon 66
Colour Orange
Neck strap Adjustable woven quality

INFO Protection glasses approved by the IFF. Comes with an exclusive transparent 
case that protects the glasses.

Size  Youth, 125mm 
Lens - Anti scratch finish 
 - Anti fog surface 

115mm

125mm

135mm

PROTECTIVE EYEWEAR senior // ART. NO 1182851-9191V1

PROTECTIVE EYEWEAR junior // ART. NO 118352-5301 Knockout Pink, 118352-6601 Gecko GreenV1

PROTECTIVE EYEWEAR kid // ART. NO 1182853-0808V1

PROTECTIVE EYEWEAR youth // ART. NO 1182850-0113BASE

Material Nylon
Colour Black / Cyan blue
Neck strap Neoprene quality
   

INFO Salmings slick sports sunglasses. Features a smoked uv protection curved 
lens. 2K rubberized inserts on template sides  for enhanced comfort and abrasion. 
Comes with an exclusive  transparent bullet case that protects the glasses.

Size  Senior
Construction Wrap-around-design 10 base
Material Templates - soft and flexible TR90. Frame - Nylon 66
Colour White

SUNGLASSES // ART. NO 1182854 men / 1182855 womenV1
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Salming goalie equipment TRAVIS GOALIE JSY

TRAVIS GOALIE JSY

TRAVIS GOALIE PANT

TRAVIS GOALIE PANT

GOALIE

GOALIE

GOALIE

GOALIE

Salmings new expressive elite 
goalie jersey made in a smooth 
functional polyester fabric. A new 
shoulder padding construction, no 
padded arms. A higher front collar 
construction for enhanced throat 
protection. The Travis goalie 
jersey is designed to fit perfectly 
with Salmings Protec™ series. 
Back side is all black mesh.

Art.no. SR: 1144431-0505
Art.no. JR: 1144432-0505 

Size: 152-164, S-XXL

Colours: Red / White / Black

Salmings new expressive elite goalie 
pant with preshaped knee’s made in 
heavy duty nylon fabric.
A new improved waist construction 
featuring detachable waist padding. 
Hidden front zipper. Stretch fabric 
in crutch for excellent freedom of 
movement. Zipper construction on 
lower back side at leg end.  

Art.no. SR: 1144418-0105
Art.no. JR: 1144417-0105

Size: 152-164, S-XXL

Colours: Red / White / Black

Salmings new expressive elite 
goalie jersey made in a smooth 
functional polyester fabric. A new 
shoulder padding construction, 
no padded arms. A regular v-neck 
collar construction that fits 
perfectly with Salmings new 
ProTech throat protection. The 
Travis goalie jersey is designed 
to fit perfectly with Salmings 
Protec™ series. Back side is all 
black mesh.

Art.no. SR: 1144431-1313

Size: S-XXL

Colours: Blue / White / Black

Salmings new expressive elite goalie 
pant with preshaped knee’s made in 
heavy duty polyester.
A new improved waist construction 
featuring detachable waist padding. 
Hidden front zipper. Stretch fabric 
in crutch for excellent freedom of 
movement. Zipper construction on 
lower back side at leg end.

Art.no. SR: 1144418-0113

Size: S-XXL

Colours: Blue / White / Black

Watch the new Salming Goalie video 
on salmingfloorball.com
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CROSS POLO JSY SALMING CORE GOALIE JSY

CROSS PANT SALMING CORE GOALIE PANT

GOALIE GOALIE

GOALIE GOALIE

A goalie jersey made in a 
smooth functional polyester 
fabric. Padded lining inside arms 
and shoulders for improved 
protection. A higher front collar 
construction for enhanced 
throat protection. Designed to fit 
perfectly with Salmings Protec™ 
series. Back side is without big 
Salming logo.

Art.no. White/Fluo Yellow 
SR: 1141416-0709
JR: 1141415-0709

Art.no. Red/White 
SR: 1141416-0107
JR: 1141415-0107

Size: 152-164, S-XXL

Colours: White / fluo yellow
Red / white

A classic goalie jersey design 
at a resonable price. Made in 
functional polyester fabric with 
raglan construction and no 
padding.

Art.no. SR: 1144423
Art.no. JR: 1144424 

Size: 140-164, M, XL

Colours: Black

An elite goalie pant. A waist 
construction that provides a 
perfect fit. Hidden front zipper. 
Adjustable and detachable 
waist padding. Durable DuPont 
Cordura™ nylon on the preshaped 
knee areas. Stretch fabric in 
crutch for excellent freedom of 
movement. Zipper construction 
at leg end.

Art.no. White/Fluo Yellow 
SR: 1141418-0109
JR: 1141417-0109

Art.no. Red/White 
SR: 1141418-0107
JR: 1141417-0107

Size: 152-164, S-XXL

Colours: White / fluo yellow
Red / white

Excellent protection in a classic 
design at a reasonable price. 
Improved core goalie pant 
made in durable nylon fabric 
with preshaped knees, soft 
padding and an adjustable waist 
construction. 

Art.no. SR: 1144422
Art.no. JR: 1144421 

Size: 140-164, M, XL

Colours: Black
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ProTech™ series - goalie protection never felt so comfortable...
PROTECH PRO - LONGSLEEVE JSY CORE – LONGSLEEVE JSY

PROTECH SHORTS WITH DETACHABLE JOCK CUP PROTECH THROAT PROTECTION

GOALIE GOALIE

GOALIE GOALIE

A slim fit long sleeve protection 
jersey. Made in 100% lightweight 
functional fabric for superior bre-
athability and comfort. The most 
exposed torso areas features a 
new type of compression moulded 
EVA foam covered in lamina-
ted mesh fabric for enhanced 
protection.

Art.no: 1142410

Size: S - XXL

Colours: Black

A slim fit long sleeve 
protection jersey. Made 
in 100% lightweight 
functional fabric. 

Art.no 1140410

Size: XS - XL

Colours: Black

Slim fit protection shorts with 
detachable jock cup with gel 
pad. Made in 100% lightweighted 
functional fabric for superior 
breathability and comfort. The 
most exposed pelvis and thigh 
areas features a new type of 
compression moulded EVA foam 
covered in laminated mesh fabric 
for enhanced protection..

Art.no 1144415

Size: S - XXL

Colours: Black

Soft and comfortable, made in 
100% micro fiber. Velcro closure.

Art.no 1144429

Size: 

Colours: Black

PROTECH ELBOW PADS PROTECH JOCKEY STRAP  

PROTECH KNEE PADS CORE KNEE PADS 

GOALIE GOALIE

GOALIE GOALIE

A new two panel cylinder 
construction with a new 
developed EVA padding. 
Made in 100% lightweight 
functional fabric.

Art.no 1144412

Size: 

Colours: Black

A new jockey strap 
covered with a smooth 
and soft polyester 
mesh fabric pocket 
with sponge foam pad-
ding. Detachable cup. 
Improved attachment o 
felastic straps.

Art.no 1144409

Size: Sr, Jr

Colours: Black

New developed knee pads 
that contours your knee, 
creating a very flexible and 
smooth construction. 
Made in breathable neoprene 
fabric. Side impact areas for 
enhanced protection. Fea-
tures a new velcro closure 
construction.

Art.no 1144411

Size: XS - XL

Colours: Black

Salmings very popular 
core knee pads that 
provides excellent 
comfort and padding at 
a reasonable price.

Art.no 1141423

Size: XS, M, XL

Colours: 
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GLOVES - COREGOALIE

Comfortable and smooth goalie 
gloves at a very reasonable price.

Art. no: 1141424

Size: One size

Colours: Black / White / Red

GLOVES - TRAVISGOALIE

Salming new elite goalie glove 
features a smooth suede palm with 
silicon print grip. TPR units on back 
of fingers for enhanced protection. 
Terry towel area on thumb to wipe 
your sweat away.

Art. no: 1144430

Size: One size

Colours: Balck / white / cyan

TRAVIS ELITE HELMET GOALIE

Salmings improved lightweight elite helmet featuring a thin black facial wire with maximized 
cateye visual properties. Features the new expressive Salming goalie design with rubberized 

exterior finish. A new thinner interior cosntruction plus a new adjustable chin cup.

Art.no. Black/Red 1144426-0105  
 Art.no. Black/Orange 1144426-0108  

Art.no.  Black/Cyan 1144426-0113 

Size:  One size

Colours:  Black/Red, Black/Orange, Black/Cyan

Spareparts:  Spare parts are available,  
please e-mail order@salming.com

CORE HELMETGOALIE

A junior goalie helmet in a new cool 
design with thin CatEye facial wire.

Art. no: 1143405

Size: One size

Colours: Black / White / Red

Watch the new Salming Goalie video 
on salmingfloorball.com
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4-PACK // ART. NO. 4132890-0707-4 (WHITE) 4132890-9999-4 (MIX)AERO+

Aero ballistic perfection
 – App. 1800 optimized dimples on the surface texture for superior air flight. 
 – Stable and predictable ball flight through a reduction of aerodynamic drag,   
 which preserves the ball speed for a longer time.
Fusion polymer
 A highly advanced polymer that maximizes velocity and control.. 
 Our R&D team has created a unique fusion of polymer materials,  
 which results in a soft superior feel and a predictable ball flight. 
Duo X-bar™
 The inside of the ball is balanced and stabilized through a duo cross bar and   
 stabilizer construction around the two center holes. The result is a more stable 
 ballistic ball flight as well as a more even hardness and bounce.
Surface texture
 A smooth silk surface on the area that get in contact with    
         the blade creates great ball handlng.
Roundness
 Through a unique tooling design and manufacturing process - Aero plus has a   
 superior roundness which provides greater accuracy and ball flight.
Unique manufacturing process
 The Aero floorball is injection moulded and mirror welded through a 100%   
 automized process, utilising the most advanced production technique available.
Quality certified
 The quality control and testing are probably the toughest there is on the   
 market. The result is a durable and perfected Aero floorball.

Aero+ Technology

ball technology - Aero ballistic perfection, Fusion polymer, Duo x-bar, roundness...

Colour   White

Multicolour   Red
 Green
 Black
 Yellow

Also available:
Aero+ 200 pack   White
Aero+ 200 pack   Multi

Colour   White
Volume 200pcs

Colours   Blue
 Roadwork Orange  
 Magenta  
 Lime
Volume 200pcs

Art.no 4151826 
Volume  150 balls
Quality  Polyester
Feature Foldable

Art.no 4151828
Volume  80 balls
Quality  Polyester
Feature Foldable

Aero ballistic perfection
  A unique dimple design surface - Design Patent 001709940-0001 - covering   
 twice as much surface of the ball as competitive balls on the market. 
  Stable and predictable ball flight through a reduction of aerodynamic drag,   
 which preserves the ball speed for a longer time.
Fusion polymer
 A highly advanced polymer that maximizes velocity and control. Our R&D   
 team has created a unique fusion of polymer materials, which results in a   
 soft superior feel and a predictable ball flight. 
X-bar™
 The inside of the ball is balanced and stabilized through a cross bar and   
 stabilizer ring around the two center holes. The result is a more stable 
 ballistic ball flight.
Surface texture
 A mix between silk smooth surface on the area that get in contact with   
 the blade and a glossy finish inside the dimples for a better feel and    
 improved aerodynamic characteristics.
Roundness
 Through a unique tooling design and manufacturing process - Aero has a   
 superior roundness which provides greater accuracy and a more predictable   
 ball transportation and ball flight.
Unique manufacturing process
 The Aero floorball is injection moulded and mirror welded through a 100%   
 automized process, utilising the most advanced production technique available.
Quality certified
 The quality control and testing are probably the toughest there is on the   
 market. The result is a durable and perfected Aero floorball.

White
Art.no 4131888-0707-4

Mix
Art.no  
4131888-9999-4  
Blue 
Roadwork orange  
Magenta 
Lime

2-PACK
Art.no  
1132888-5266-2 
Magenta 
Gecco Green

Aero Technology

AERO BALLS BALLBARREL AND BALL SACKAERO AERO

200 PACK WHITE // ART. NO. 4131888-0707-200

200 PACK MULTICOLOUR // ART. NO 4131888-9999-200

AERO

AERO
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RETRO MESSENGER RETRO TABLET BAGBAGS

Features: A classic retro duffel design 
with one main compartment and two 
side compartments.
Art.no: 1152828
Material: PU leather
Volume: 55L

Features: A classic retro backpack design with 
one main compartment and one smaller front 
compartment. Padded laptop pocket inside main 
compartment.
Art.no: 1154831
Material: PU leather
Volume: 24L

Features: A classic retro messenger 
design with one main compartment 
and one smaller front compartment. 
Padded laptop pocket inside main 
compartment.
Art.no: 1152829
Material: PU leather
Volume: 35L

A very practical and durable toolbag 
with one main compartment and 
mesh pockets inside. Features Sal-
mings popular two face design.
Colour: Black/blue, 
Black/FluoYellow
Material: Polyester

Salming bag collection 2014/2015

BAGS

PRO TOUR TROLLEY BAGS

20cm
Bottom

75cm 38cm

A very practical and durable trolley bag with one 
big main compartment and one smaller for shoes 
or dirty laundry.
Art.no: 1153823 
Volume: See sketch to the right.
Colour: Black
Material: Polyester, PU.

A very practical and durable stickbag 
with one main compartment. Features 
Salmings popular two face design.
Art.no. JR: 11530831 (75-87cm)
Art.no. SR Knockout Pink: 
1153817-5301 (92-104 cm)
Art.no. SR Safety Yellow 
1153817-9191 (92-104 cm)
Volume: 2-3 sticks
Colour: Safety yellow/
black, knockout pink/black
Material: Polyester

For junior Tour stick bags

please see page 46

Features: A classic retro 
design bag specially made for 
your iPad and A4 documents. 
Features one main compart-
ment and one smaller front 
compartment.
Art.no: 1153830
Material: PU leather

Features: Two sided 
whiteboard with a floorball 
court. Organizer inside.
Art.no: 1153836
Material:
PU leather

RETRO DUFFELBAGS

TEAMBAGBAGS

RETRO BACKPACKBAGS

RETRO COACH MAPBAGS

TOUR TOOLBAG // ART. NO 11530821 (SR),  11530831 (JR)BAGS

TOUR STICKBAGBAGS

Art.no: 1151826 (Sr - 58L)
Art.no: 1154832 (Sr - 125L) 
Art.no: 1151827 (Jr - 37L)
Volume: 125L (New), 55L (Snr), 37L (Jnr)
Colour: Black 
Material: Polyester

PRO TOUR BACKPACK 18L // ART.NO 1153825 BAGS

Salming ProTour™  performance bag collection

A toolbag with a separate compartment with 
thermo lining to protect your sticks. Mesh pock-
ets inside for storage of accessories and replace-
ment blades. Separate apparel compartment.
Volume: 4-6 sticks
Material: Polyester, PU

Thermo stick pocket

Computer pocket. Tip lock pocket. Ergonomic 
shoulder straps.
Volume: 18L
Colour: Black / safety yellow / white
Material: Polyester, PU.

NEW enlarged stickbag with thermo lining to protect your sticks. 
Separate outside compartment.
Volume: 5-7 sticks
Colour: Black / safety yellow / white
Material: Polyester, PU

The entire main
compartment
features thermo lining!

PRO TOUR DUFFEL // ART. NO 1153824BAGS

One big main compartment. Zippered tip lock pocket. Back-
pack shoulder straps. 
Volume: 65L
Colour: Black / safety yellow / white
Material: Polyester, PU

PRO TOUR STICKBAG – NEW BIGGER // ART. NO 1153820

PRO TOUR TOOLBAG // ART. NO. 1153822

BAGS

BAGS
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Teamwear
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SALMING REX JSY 

SALMING CORE SHORTS

TEAMWEAR

TEAMWEAR

Match jersey made in 
a stretchy functional 
Salming CoolFeel™ 
polyester material. A more 
tight fit  compared to our 
regular fit match jersey. 
Rib construction  
around neck. 

Art.no. SR: 1194631 
Art.no. JR: 1194630

Size: 140-164, S-XXL

Colours: Black, White, 
Royal blue, Green, Red

Comfortable match shorts made in a 
stretchy functional Salming CoolFeel™ 
polyester material. White shorts with 
inner shorts.

Art.no. SR: 1194656 
Art.no. JR: 1194655

Size: 140, 152, 164, S-XXL

Colours: Black, White, Royal blue,
Green, Red

Teamwear - Powered with CoolFeel TM

TEAM SOCKTEAMWEAR

Art.no 1193630

ANATOMICALLY knitted and
reinforced match sock powered
with Salming CoolFeel™.

Size: 35-38, 39-42, 43-46

Colours: Royal blue,
red, black, white, green,  
yellow.
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TORONTO JSY

TORONTO SHORTS

TEAMWEAR

TEAMWEAR

Match jersey made in Salming  
CoolFeel™ polyester fabric.  
Regular fit.

Art.no. SR: 1191623 
Art.no. JR: 1191622

Size: 140-164, S-XXL

Colours: Black, royal blue, red,
white, green, fluo orange,
fluo yellow, light blue, yellow.

Match shorts made in Salming  
CoolFeel™ polyester fabric.  
Without inner shorts. Regular fit.

Art.no. SR: 1191625 
Art.no. JR: 1191624

Size: 140-164, S-XXL

Colours: Royal blue, red, white, black.

MAPLE JSY

MAPLE SHORTS

MARLIE JSY

LAST SEASON!
Please check for 

available quantity.

TEAMWEAR

TEAMWEAR

TEAMWEAR

Match jersey designed and shaped for 
women. Made in Salming CoolFeel™ 
polyester fabric

Art.no. SR: 1191626

Size: XS-XXL

Colours: Black, royal blue, red, white,
green, fluo orange, fluo yellow, yellow.

Match jersey made in a stretchy Salming CoolFeel™ polyester 
fabric. Regular fit.

Art.no. SR: 1192648
Art.no. JR: 1192647

Size: 140-164, S-XXL

Colours: White, cobalt blue, raspberry red,   
black, light blue.

Match shorts designed 
and shaped for women. 
Made in Salming Cool-
Feel™ polyester fabric. 
White shorts with lining.

Art.no. SR: 1191627

Size: XS-XXL

Colours: Black, white, 
royal blue, red.
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Teamwear
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Teamwear - Presentation suits
TAURUS WCT PRES SUIT LINDEN PRES SUITTEAMWEAR TEAMWEAR

An exclusive presentation suit,
made in a highly functional micro 
fibre fabric. Powered with Salming
CoolFeel™. Zippered pockets.

Art. no: SR jacket 1192662
Art. no: SR pant 1192664
Art. no: JR jacket 1192661
Art. no: JR pant 1192663

Size: 140-164, S-XXL

Colours: Black,
royal blue, red

A female presentation suit
made in highly functional micro 
fibre fabric. Powered with Salming 
CoolFeel™.
Zippered pockets and mesh lining.

Art. no: 1191635

Size: XS-XL

Colours: Black

DETROIT PRES SUITTEAMWEAR

A presentation made in a highly 
functional micro fibre fabric. Pow-
ered with Salming CoolFeel™. 
Zippered pockets and mesh lining.

Art. no: SR jacket 1192650
Art. no: JR pant 1192652
Art. no: SR jacket 1192649
Art. no: JR pant 1192651

Size: 140-164, S-XXL

Colours: Black, royal blue, 
red, white
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Training
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SALMING ORCA SWEATSHIRT

SALMING ORCA SWEATPANT

SALMING AGON LS JSY

WARM UP JSY

TRAINING

TRAINING

TRAINING

TRAINING

Sweatshirt with half zip at neck made 
in brushed soft cotton/polyester 
sweatshirt fabric. 

Art.no. SR: 1194611
Art.no. JR: 1194610

Size: 128-164, S-XXL

Colours: Black

Sweatpants made in brushed 
soft cotton/polyester sweatshirt 
fabric with pockets.

Art.no. SR: 1194613
Art.no. JR: 1194612

Size: 128-164, S-XXL

Colours: Black

Long sleeve jersey in stretchy 
functional Salming CoolFeel™ 
polyester material. A more tight 
fit compared to our regular fit 
jersey´s. Rib construction  
around neck.

Art.no: 1194634

Size: XS-XXL

Colours:  
Black, Turquoise,  
Gecko Green

A warm-up jersey with raglan 
sleeve made in brushed soft cotton/
polyester sweatshirt fabric.

Art.no. SR: 1190757
Art.no. JR: 1190756 (Only in black)

Size: 140-164, S-XXL

Colours: Black, Cyan, Purple

SALMING TRAINING JSY TUMBA JSY

SALMING TRAINING VESTTRAINING SHORTS

TRAINING TRAINING

TRAININGTRAINING

A perfect training jersey in 
functional cooling polyester mesh 
look material.Regular fit.

Art.no. SR: 1194603
Art.no. JR: 1194602

Size: 128 (only in black), 
140-164, S-XXL

Colours: Black, Red, 
Gecko Green, Aqua

A basic training tee made in 
Salming CoolFeel™ functional 
polyester fabric. Regular fit.

Art.no. SR: 1192645
Art.no. JR: 1192646

Size: 140-164, S-XXL

Colours: Cobalt blue, rasberry 
red, neon green, aqua, black. 

Training vest in polyester mesh 
with contrast colour bindings.

Art.no: 1192657

Size: Kid, Jr, Sr

Colours: Blue, Green, Yellow, 
Magenta

Training shorts in functional 
cooling polyester material, mesh 
look. Shorts with inner shorts. 
Regular fit.

Art.no. SR: 1194604
Art.no. JR: 1194605

Size: 128-164, S-XXL

Colours: Black

LAST SEASON!
Please check for 
available quantity.
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PRO TRAINING TEETRAINING

Pro Training tee is the perfect 
training tee for high performance 
activities. A dressed technical 
look and made in micro fiber fabric 
that provides a superior cooling 
effect. Powered with Salming 
CoolFeel™.

Art.no. SR: 1190606
Art.no. JR: 1190665

Size: 140-164, S-XXL

Colours: High Risk Red, Electric 
Purple, Gecko green, Black, 
Magenta, Cobolt blue, Black, 
Magenta

PERFORMANCE POLO PRO TRAINING SHORTS

ADVANCED INDOOR SOCK

TRAINING TRAINING

TRAINING

Advanced training polo in a 
stretchy functional CoolFeel™ 
polyester fabric perfect during 
high performance activities. 
Tight fit.

Art.no: 1194668

Size: S-XL

Colours: Cyan/white, Navy/white

Pro Training shorts made in 
woven light and stretchy fabric 
for a comfortable fit. 
Laser cut details at sides. 

Art.no. SR: 1194643
Art.no. JR: 1194644 (Only in 
black)

Size: 140-164, S-XXL

Colours: White, Black

Anatomically knitted for excellent 
fit. Powered with Salming 
CoolFeel™. 

Art. No: 1190620

Size: 35-38, 39-42, 43-46

Colours: Black, white

LAST SEASON!
Please check for 
available quantity.
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Training
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Training - keeps you dry and comfortable during high performance activities
SALMING QUILTED JKT SALMING TEAM JKTTRAINING TRAINING

A trendy light padded jacket in 
quilted polyester fabric. Zippered 
pockets and hidden inside chest 
pocket. Raglan sleeve and high 
neck construction with covered 
zipper end.

Art.no. SR: 1194670

Size: S-XXL

Colours: Black

A padded durable and water 
repellent nylon jacket. Quilted 
lining, zippered pockets, 
hidden inside chest pocket and 
adjustable cuffs. Zipper with soft 
covered ending and hood with 
drawstring.

Art.no. SR: 1193660
Art.no. JR: 1193661

Size: 152-164, S-XXL

Colours: Black

ULTRALITE JKT SOFTTECH JKTTRAINING TRAINING

A lightweight superthin running
wind protective jacket with cut 
out hole pattern for excellent 
breathability. Powered with 
CoolFeel™. Reflex print.
Chest pocket for valuables. Easy 
to stow away in your pocket 
when not using it.

Art.no: 1191639

Size: S-XXL

Colours: Cyan blue

A lightweight wind protective 
jacket with excellent 
breathability. Powered with 
CoolFeel™. Reflex print.
Zippered side, chest and inside
pocket. A comfortable lightweight 
mesh lining.

Art.no: 1191638             

Size: S-XXL

Colours: Black

RUNNING JKT MENTRAINING

Running jacket made in material 
with great breathability. Several 
reflex details for high visibility 
and increased safety. Hidden 
chest pocket and thumb hole.

Art.no: 1273315

Size: S-XXL

Colours: Black

RUNNING JKT WOMENTRAINING

Running jacket made in material 
with great breathability. Several 
reflex details for high visibility
and increased safety. Pocket at 
lower back and thumb hole.

Art.no: 1273317

Size: XS-XL

Colours: Knockout pink
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Lifestyle
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CORE HOOD MEN // CORE PANT MEN

BASEBALL JKT

LIFESTYLE PROPERTY OF SALMING ZIP HOODLIFESTYLE

PROPERTY OF SALMING HOODLIFESTYLE

LIFESTYLE

Salming essential, a comfortable hood and pant 
made in a soft and slightly brushed cotton/
polyester sweatshirt material.

Art.no. Hood SR: 1164535
Art.no. Hood JR: 1164536 (Only Cyan blue)

Art.no. Pant SR: 1164538
Art.no. Pant JR: 1164537 (Only Lt grey 
melange)

Size: 140-164, S-XXL

Colours: Lt grey 
melange, Navy, Cyan blue

Salming hood made in a 
thick cotton/polyester 
sweatshirt material 
with brushed inside for 
a soft and cosy feeling. 
Expressive Salming felt 
appliqué, zippered front 
and front pocket. Felt 
badge at sleeve.

Art.no: 1164529

Size: S-XXL

Colours: Dk grey 
melange 

Salming hood made in a 
thick cotton/polyester 
sweatshirt material 
with brushed inside  for 
a soft and cosy feeling. 
Expressive Salming 
felt appliqué, front 
pocket and felt badge 
at sleeve.

Art.no: 1164520

Size: S-XXL

Colours: High risk red

Salming Baseball jacket 
made in a wool-mix 
material and nylon 
sleeves. Light padding, 
quilted inside lining, 
press buttons at front. 
Decorative Salming 
embroidery and badge.

Art.no: 1164543

Size: S-XXL

Colours: Dk grey 
melange

CORE HOOD WOMEN // CORE PANT WOMEN 1991 HOOD WOMEN

SALMING IVY POLO WOMEN SALMING 1991 TOP WOMEN

LIFESTYLE LIFESTYLE

LIFESTYLE LIFESTYLE

Salming essential, a 
comfortable hood and pant 
made in a soft and slightly 
brushed cotton/polyester 
sweatshirt material. Female 
cuts.

Art.no. Hood SR: 1164540
Art.no. Hood JR: 1164539
(Only Knockout pink)

Art.no. Pant SR: 1164542
Art.no. Pant JR: 1164541
(Only Knockout pink)

Size: 140-164, S-XL

Colours: Lt grey 
melange, Knockout pink

A female zip hood 
made in a thick cotton/
polyester sweatshirt 
material with brushed 
inside for a soft and 
cosy feeling. 
Rib detail at side 
for perfect tight fit. 
Expressive Salming felt 
appliqué at front. 

Art.no: 1164548

Size: XS-XL

Colours: Navy, 
Electric purple

Female shaped polo 
made in a soft cotton 
piqué fabric. Salming 
logo print at chest, 
striped collar and 
sleeve endings. 

Art.no: 1164547

Size: XS-XL

Colours: White, Sugar 
Plum Pink

A female shaped top in a 
soft cotton jersey fabric. 
Raw edges around neck 
and at sleeve ends.

Art.no: 1164546

Size: XS-XL

Colours: Electric Purple
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LIFESTYLE

LIFESTYLE

LIFESTYLE

LIFESTYLE

LIFESTYLE

A classic wct jacket in 
retro look with zipper. 
Zippered pockets, high 
rib neck and Salming 
embroidery.

Art.no: 1164549

Size: S-XXL

Colours: Cyan blue, 
Black

A comfortable basic 
tee in stretchy cotton-
mix fabric for a perfect 
muscle fit. 

Art.no: 1161621

Size: XS-XXL

Colours: Black, White

A trendy Salming tee 
with big front print. Soft 
and comfy cotton jersey 
fabric tee with regular 
fit shape. 

Art.no: 1164544

Size: S-XXL

Colours: Green DC

A preppy polo made in a 
soft cotton piqué fabric 
with contrast colour 
stripes. Salming logo 
embroidery at chest.

Art.no: 1164517

Size: S-XXL

Colours: Navy, High 
risk red

A soft cotton jersey tee 
with a Salming logo flock 
print. A tee with a more 
tight fit.

Art.no: 1164545

Size: S-XXL

Colours: Cyan blue

SALMING RETRO WCT JKT

365 CORE TEE

SALMING NINETEEN TEE SALMING 1991 TEE

SALMING IVY POLO LIFESTYLE

HEADWEAR

LIFESTYLE

A classic Salming tee 
with a distressed front 
print. Soft and comfy 
cotton jersey fabric tee 
with a more tight fit.

Art.no: 1164527

Size: S-XXL

Colours: Navy

A warm and cosy heavy 
knitted beanie with the 
Salming S in contrast 
colour. 

Art.no: 1174823

Size: One size

Colours: Dk grey melange 
,Lt grey melange, Black

Knitted beanie with 
Salming logo. 

Art.no: 1173844

Size: One size

Colours: Grey

Knitted beanie with 
Salming logo. 

Art.no: 1171834

Size: One size

Colours: Grey

Cotton jersey tee with 
a cool floorball print. 
Regular fit.

Art.no. SR: 1164510
Art.no. JR: 1164507

Size: 140-164, S-XXL

Colours: Yellow, Cyan 
blue

PROPERTY OF SALMING TEE

HEAVY KNITTED BEANIE BUSTER BEANIE ONTARIO BEANIE

FLOORBALL TEE

Cap with Salming 
logo embroidery and 
felt appliqué at front. 
Adjustible velcro locking.

Art.no: 1173849

Size: One size

Colours: Dk grey

HEADWEAR PROPERTY OF SALMING CAP

Salming cap with 
terry badge at front 
and adjustable velcro 
locking. 

Art.no: 1173848

Size: One size

Colours: Dk grey

HEADWEAR KING CAP

LIFESTYLE

An essential Salming 
polo made in a soft 
cotton-mix pique fabric. 
Stripes at collar and 
Salming logo.  
60% cotton,  
40% polyester.

Art.no: 1162513

Size: S-XXXL

Colours: Black, White

SALMING TEAM POLO

LIFESTYLE

Expressive Salming tee 
made in cotton single 
jersey with rib at neck 
and No Nonsense print 
at front. Regular fit. 

Art.no. SR: 1163530
Art.no. JR: 1163531

Size: 140-164, S-XXL

Colours: Grey melange

NONONSENSE TEE
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ACCESSORIES

Art.no: 1181800
Size: 1 L
Colours: Transparent orange

Accessories
HEADBAND

WRISTBANDS

SALMING HAIRBAND 3-PACK

HEADBAND XXL

ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORIES

Headband 7 cm with  
Salming logo in a quick  
dry functional material.

Art.no: 1184848
Colours: Cyan blue, 
Cobolt Blue, 
Safety Yellow

Extra wide headband 12 cm with Salming logo in a quick dry functional material. 

Art.no: 1184849
Colours: Cobolt blue, Knockout pink

Jaquard knitted 
wristband with 
Salming logo. Great 
water absorption 
perfect for high 
performance activities.

Art.no. long: 1184841
Colours: Cobolt blue, 
Cyan blue, Safety 
Yellow

Wristband made 
in terry fabric 
with Salming logo 
embroidery. Great 
water absorption 
perfect for high 
performance activities.

2-Pack
Art.no. short: 1184839
Colours: 2 pack with 
cyanblue/electric 
purple. 2 pack with 
saftey yellow/
cobolt blue

Art.no. mid : 1184840
Colours: Cobolt blue, 
Cyan blue, Safety Yel-
low, Knockout pink

WATER BOTTLE

Hairband in bright colours with Salming No Nonsense logo. 

3-pack Art.no: 1184845
Colours: Black/CoboltBlue/SafteyYellow, White/ElectricPurple/Knockout Pink 

SHOWER TOWEL

FACIAL TOWEL

SHOWER SLIPPER

ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORIES

Salming essential, a soft cotton terry shower towel with jaquard woven Salming logo.

Art.no: 1183848
Size: 65 x 140cm
Colours: Cyan blue / white

Salming essential, a soft cotton terry facial towel with jaquard woven Salming 
logo. Perfect to use during high performance activities.
Art.no: 1182847
Size: 25 x 35cm
Colours: Cyan blue / white

A comfortable shower slipper made 
in an EVA rubber composite.

Art.no: 1233096
Size: 36-45
Colours: Black
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                           34 SCHOOL SET
 
Conic shaft made in composite. Classic Campus Base Grip.
Shiny coated shaft. New developed straight durable blade 
with excellent playing characteristics. Works equally good for 
both right handed and left handed players.

  COLOURS  Blue, red
  LENGTH  85, 95cm
  FLEX  34
  BLADE  Campus blade
  GRIP  Campus Base Grip
  ART.NO.  85cm 30123485, 
   95cm 30123495 
  TOTAL 5 blue sticks + 5 red sticks

                           M-BLADE 32
 
Coated composite shaft. X3M profiled grip. Precurved performance blade in right and left hand 
cavity for improved shooting characteristics. IFF Approved.

COLOURS  Black/orange
LENGTH  75, 80, 87, 96cm
FLEX  32
BLADE  M-blade
GRIP  X3M Core Grip
ART.NO.  3102121
TOTAL 1pcs/or box of 6 pcs left hand or right hand

                           CONTROL 30
 
Coated composite shaft. X3M profiled grip. Precurved performance blade with a Z top, in right and 
left hand cavity for improved shooting characteristics. IFF Approved.

COLOURS  Blue, red
LENGTH  96, 100cm
FLEX  30
BLADE  Control blade
GRIP  X3M Core Grip
ART.NO.  3102120
TOTAL 1pcs/or box of 6 pcs left hand or right hand

                           CUT 30 

Coated composite shaft. X3M profiled grip. Powered with X3M’s playmaker blade Cut2.0. 
Left and right hand cavity. IFF Approved.

COLOURS  Black/green
LENGTH  96cm
FLEX  30
BLADE  Cut2.0 blade
GRIP  X3M Core Grip
ART.NO.  3103122
TOTAL 1pcs/or box of 6 pcs left hand or right hand
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                           55 SCHOOL SET
 
School stick with a soft flex ABS shaft.
A straight durable blade that works equally good for both 
right hand and left hand players.

COLOURS  Green, orange
LENGTH  75, 85, 95cm
BLADE  Campus blade
GRIP  No Grip
ART.NO.  C5575, C5585, C5595
TOTAL 6 black sticks, green blades +
 6 black sticks, orange blades

                           36 SCHOOL SET
 
School stick with shaft made in coated fiber glass construc-
tion with sand surface grip area for improved grip. A new 
developed straight durable blade that works equally good for 
both right hand and left hand players. VALUE FOR MONEY!

 COLOURS  Orange, yellow
 LENGTH  75, 85, 95cm
 FLEX  36
 BLADE  Campus blade
 GRIP  Sand Grip
 ART.NO.  30123675
  30123685
  30123695
 TOTAL 6 orange sticks +
  6 yellow sticks

WITH SAND GRIP

WITH CAMPUS BASE GRIP

                           36 SCHOOL SET
 
School stick with shaft made in coated fiber glass construc-
tion. Classic Campus Base Grip. New developed straight 
durable blade that works equally good for both right hand 
and left hand players.

 COLOURS  Orange, yellow
 LENGTH  75, 85, 95cm
 FLEX  36
 BLADE  Campus blade
 GRIP  Campus Base Grip
 ART.NO.  30123675G
  30123685G
  30123695G 
 TOTAL 6 orange sticks +
  6 yellow sticks

                           50 FIBRE SCHOOL SET
 
School stick with a strong Polycarbonate shaft. A straight durable 
blade that works equally good for both right hand and left 
hand players.

COLOURS  White, black
LENGTH  85, 95cm
BLADE  Campus blade
GRIP  Sand grip surface
ART.NO.  C5085, C5095
TOTAL 6 black sticks, red blades +
 6 black sticks, yellow blades
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                           1600 GOAL CAGE
 
Easily dismantled and reassembled match goal cage. Made in strong,  
long lasting steel. The goal cage has soft rubber feet that won’t scratch  
the floor. Spare nets available. IFF approved.

COLOURS  Orange steel, black net.
MEASURE  1600 x 1200cm
ART.NO.  2251420
 Spare net  Art. No. 2259414
 Spare drop net  Art. No. 2259415
 Spare clips  Art. No. 2259419
PACK  1pcs

EASILY ASSEMBLED!
A dismantled flat construction for low transportation costs.

                           GOAL BUSTER
 
Shooting practise unit. Made for IFF. Official size goal cage.
100% polyester. Velcro fastening.

COLOURS    Black ART.NO.   2259416 PACK   1pcs

                           BALL
 
IFF approved ball with a very smooth surface finish.

COLOURS    White ART.NO.   3132333-0707-10 PACK   10pcs

                           COACH TOOLBAG
 
Durable toolbag made in 100% polyester. Fits 30 sticks. Perfect for storage 
bag a on-the-go bag for for the coach.

COLOURS   Black ART.NO.  2159801

MEASURE   30X30X130 PACK   1pcs

FOLDABLE!

                           600 GOAL CAGE
 
Made in strong, long lasting steel. The goal cage has soft rubber 
feet that won’t scratch the floor. Durable construction with an 
excellent netting quality. Spare nets available.

COLOURS  Fluo yellow steel, black net.
MEASURE  40 x 60cm
SPARE NET  Art. no. 3252410

ART.NO.  3252409
PACK  1pcs

A foldable goal cage construction 
that becomes flat when folded 
for low transportation costs and 
efficient storage.

                           1200 GOAL CAGE
 
Made in strong, long lasting steel. The goal cage has soft rubber 
feet that won’t scratch the floor. Durable construction with an 
excellent netting quality. Spare nets available.

COLOURS  Fluo yellow steel, black net.
MEASURE  90 x 120cm
SPARE NET  Art. no. 3252414

ART.NO.  3252413
PACK  1pcs

                           900 GOAL CAGE
 
Made in strong, long lasting steel. The goal cage has soft rubber 
feet that won’t scratch the floor. Durable construction with an 
excellent netting quality. Spare nets available.

COLOURS  Fluo yellow steel, black net.
MEASURE  60 x 90cm
SPARE NET  Art. no. 3252412

ART.NO.  3252411
PACK  1pcs



Salming Sports AB 
 

Tel +46 (0) 31 730 00 10
info@salming.com

Salming Sports AB
Ekonomivägen 2

436 33 Askim, Sweden
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Watch the new Salming Race video on salmingfloorball.com

www.salmingfloorball.com
www.facebook.com/salmingfloorball 
www.youtube.com/salmingfloorball


